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【Introduction】In order to develop new drug for AML(Acute myeloid leukemia), 24 kinds of organoantimony 
compounds were scanned and 3 kinds of them(YAK06-10 YAK06-11 and YAK06-12) with strong effect were 
chosen in my study. When I tried to test their effect on several hypersensitive fission yeast S.pombe mutants, I 
found that all of these compounds showed higher lethal effect on pap1-deficient mutant SAK10. Since pap1 is a 
gene that always be reported with oxidative stress, I determined these compounds’ effects on ROS(reactive 
oxygen species) generation and found that all of them can arise ROS level in cells indeed. Moreover, if I add some 
ROS scavenger together with compound, the growth of cells will go recovery, which suggests the arrest effects of 
ROS emerged by the treatment of compound on the cell cycle progression. So, finally I monitored the compounds’ 
effects to cell cycle and found that all of the compounds can interfere cell cycle in multiple points. 
 
【Experimental】1. Compounds scanning were done by inhibition zone test(agar diffusion method). 2. Proper 
concentration of each compounds for following experiments were confirmed by both MIC(minimum inhibitory 
concentration) test and growth curve results under serial diluted compounds. 3. ROS generation was detected both 
by DCFH-DA assay and GSSG/GSH assay. 4. Cell cycle was monitored by septum rate analysis and FACS 
analysis. 
 
【Results and Discussion】1. On compounds scanning, YAK06-10 YAK06-11 and YAK06-12 were chosen for 
subsequent experiments. 2. According to MIC test and growth curve experiments results, I chose 40μM as the 
concentration for subsequent experiments. 3. In DCFH-DA assay, remarkable ROS generation was observed in 
these compounds treated cells through FACS analysis. Moreover, in GSSG/GSH assay, compounds treated cells 
showed higher GSSG level than control but not remarkable enough, which need to be confirmed again. 4. In 
growth recovery experiments, after adding ROS scavenger GSH and NAC, most of the inhibition zone decreased 
especially those threated by YAK06-10, however some results still unstable when treated with GSH, which also 
need to be confirmed again. 5. In cell cycle monitoring experiments, YAK06-10 showed delay or partial arrest at 
G2/M/G1 phases and arrest effect at S phase. YAK06-11 showed delay or arrest effects at G2/M/G1 phases, with 
partial delay or arrest effects at S phase, YAK06-12 showed delay effect at G2/M/G1 and S phase. For the 
experiments in future, these compounds’ effects to cell cycle should be investigated in detail and in parallel their 
mechanism through their structure should be explored. Moreover, I found an interesting phenomenon that 
pap1-deficient mutant SAK10 showed extremely high sensitive to YAK06-10. It seems like the oxygen atom in 
YAK06-10 gives it special ability to effect pap1-deficient mutant, which lead me a new direction to my study. 
